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The history of creation of a national domain zone ru is an interesting example of how mass media
influence formation of the telecommunication market. In the beginning 90 in Russia the concept the
Internet only became current, and the fact of existence of the Global Network was in wonder. In
Peter and in Moscow the American exhibitions representing new achievement in the market of
telecommunications - the Internet were held. Journalists and representatives of various mass media
have there and then seen that such Network can capture enormous audience. And news agencies
began to use actively the Web which grew by leaps and bounds.

Basically, creation of a uniform national domain zone was a matter of time. About necessity of such
step told number of Russian-speaking users. In due course Russian-speaking sites began to make
a considerable part in the Network. Also it became clear - the domain which would unite under itself
Russian-speaking audience is necessary. The decisive step towards creation of the Russian site on
the Internet was made by organisation RosNiIrOs. In 1993 in the agreement on creation of zone RU
high lights of an order of administration of the domain made a reservation.

And in 1994 domain zone RU is officially registered. But the first pages have appeared not at once,
but only a year later. It is interesting that is primary on management of the domain ru have
submitted demands three Russian providers. IANA, the international organisation, under whose
management was base of domains and which distributed domain zones, has suggested an optimum
variant - to unite efforts, and to operate in common. The call to all providers of Russia has been as a
result called, and at general meeting the aforementioned agreement was accepted.

The largest company in the field of creation of an infrastructure of the Network in Russia, and the
initiator of this conference meetings RosNIIIRos, that is Russian scientific research institute of
Development of Public Networks was historical. To this serious organisation also have entrusted a
technical part of management of the domain. And the legal part was incurred by Coordination group
of domain RU into which other participants of conference have entered.

Occurrence of the national domain stimulated growth of number of dynamic Internet pages,
catalogues, bulletin boards. Demands for domains grew in zone RU as a snow clod. Soon among
users of Russian-speaking sites there was such concept, as a Runet.

In 2009 the Coordination centre reaches the agreement in the Ministry of Communications. This
step has defined the further development of domain zone RU, and new rules of registration. Now
before registration the domain name is necessary for checking up about availability.
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